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These Global Goals, the Sustainable Development 
Goals, include an aspiring plan of action for people, 
planet and prosperity. They have been developed to 
be universal, and to be applicable to all nations and 
people, with a desire to tackle inequality. The core 
ambition is to end poverty, protect the planet, and 
ensure prosperity for all by 2030. 

Subsequently, KPMG International and the UN Global 
Compact together developed an [Agribusiness and 
Food] industry matrix that provides tangible, industry 
specific ideas for action and practical examples for 
each Sustainable Development Goal. Companies are 
using these matrices to identify opportunities to 
create value for not only their shareholders, but the 
wider community. 

As companies increasingly choose to tell their 
sustainability stories through integrated reports and 
other communication tools, the ability to articulate 
which of the SDGs they contribute to provides an 
effective framework for such disclosures. KPMG 
firms around the world work with their clients to 
assist them in aligning their business strategy to the 
SDGs, build shared value opportunities into projects 
and initiatives, align their sustainability reporting to 
SDGs and engage with stakeholders on joint 
commitments to contribute to the goals. 

KPMG member firms’ people actively contribute to all 
17 Sustainable Development Goals through their 
client work and community engagement. KPMG’s 
corporate citizenship programs particularly focus on 
Goal 4: ‘Quality Education and Lifelong Learning’, and 
our Global Climate Response pursues Goal 12: 
‘Responsible Consumption and Production’. 

KPMG International develops thought leadership and 
tools to inspire and equip organizations to increase 
their contribution to sustainable development.

In January 2016, the United Nations member 
states commenced work on a framework of 
goals aimed to work towards a more 
prosperous, inclusive, sustainable and resilient 
world.
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We believe the agri-food sector is facing an unprecedented 
level of disruption as it seeks to supply more product while 
using less of the planet’s natural capital. We have entered 
a global agrarian revolution which will shape new ways of 
growing, processing and distributing food.  This disruption 
is taking many forms:

• Creative new business models that are transforming the
traditional value chain, into a value web

• Consolidation of producers and processors to create
entities of scale

• Entities looking to source from multiple locations around
the world to break the impacts of seasonality and 
position to supply customers globally 365 days a year

• Heavy investment in a variety of agricultural
technologies to augment the intuition of farmers and
ensure more of the food produced is delivered to
consumers ready for consumption, using less resource

• Implementation of integrity and traceability technologies
into value chains to provide consumers with absolute
certainty that the product in the package is what it says
it is

• Emergence of new forms of food and sustenance in
response to consumer demands and environmental
expectations.

These trends are creating new investment opportunities 
across the global agri-food sector. As a consequence we 
are seeing new investors come into the sector, be they 
sovereign wealth funds, private equity funds, pension 
funds, high net-worth individuals or technology venture 
capitalists, and existing participants reassess their strategy 
and value proposition for the assets that they currently 
control. 

A time of great change creates great opportunities. 

KPMG’s global agribusiness team is positioned to support 
your organisation to assess the opportunities available to 
you, develop implementation strategies, manage risk and 
meet compliance obligations. We have specialists that 
understand the latest technologies and have the capability 
to determine how these can be used to create competitive 
advantage in the agri-food sector.

My colleagues and I look forward to assisting you to 
capitalise on the opportunities that this generational change 
presents. 

The level of interest in the Agri-Food sector has increased 
significantly in recent years. The ability to feed the global 
population will be challenged by the addition of around a 
third more people. If consumption and production trends 
continue as per the status quo there will be significant 
shortfalls in food to meet the needs of the population.

As our growing global population increases its wealth and 
sophistication, it is demanding significantly more and 
different foods to those that it has consumed historically. 

Emerging from the background there are real concerns 
about the impact farming systems are having on the long 
term sustainability of the planet which is placing pressure 
on current farming systems. Innovative organisations are 
finding ways to introduce new forms of sustenance that 
better leverage natural ecosystems. Innovative 
technologies are introducing options to our food systems 
that are sustainable, healthy and affordable.

Ian Proudfoot
Global Head of Agribusiness

Based in Auckland New Zealand, Ian Proudfoot was 
appointed as Global Head of Agribusiness for KPMG in 
2013. 
Ian has presented extensively to audiences around the 
world on the strategic opportunities and challenges facing 
agribusiness. His particular focus is on exploring how food 
will be produced, processed, distributed and consumed 
into the future. He has been described as one of New 
Zealand’s leading food futurists. 

Introducing the 
KPMG Agri-Food Network 
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Over the next 30 years the agri-food industry is expected to feed 2.5 billion extra 
people. Together with growing demand as population grows, the new middle 
class will grow in emerging economies and it is expected that the agri-food 
sector will need to increase production by up to 70% over current levels.

Agri Revolution

every day. Traditional operating models are no longer 
acceptable to many consumers or investors. As a 
consequence organisations across the global agri-food 
sector are exploring new technologies, business models 
and products to ensure the industry is able to meet the 
food expectations being placed on it. 

The global agri-food
economy is worth

US$8 trillion 
yet it leaves 

815 million undernourished 

The agri-food value web encompasses not just 
farmers but input providers, processors, distributors, 
retailers, innovation partners and regulators. 

The way in which technology is being integrated 
across all processes is putting the consumer 
that eats the food or uses the product at the 
center of the web. While the demand for food 
continues to grow, the expectations from 
consumers around the care that goes into 
producing a product continue to increase, with 
sustainability increasingly being a non-
negotiable for many premium consumers; 
whether this be environmental, human, animal 
or community. The challenge for the industry is 
to produce more food while using less of the 
planet’s natural resources, by choice or 
necessity.
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Government Food 
manufacturers

Research 
institutions

Processors and 
exporters Consumers Retailers and 

distributors

Input providers Farmers and growers Community

The agri-food sector has been slower than many 
segments of the global economy to adopt 
technology. However, the digital transformation of 
the sector is accelerating driven by significant 
investment into disruptive technologies. There is 
increasing investment into IoT technology, 
blockchain, data enabled on farm systems, satellite 
and drone solutions. Technology will assist in earning 
trust from the consumer and organisations need to 
understand and respond to market signals to maintain 
their license to operate. 

Not only is the way in which farms operate changing, 
but diets are evolving and many consumers with the 
ability to make choices are demanding more 
nutritional functionality from their food. 

Governments are also recognising the detrimental 
effect poor diets can have on health outcomes and 
are seeking to use food as part of preventative based 
healthcare systems that focus on keeping people 
healthy by guiding diet and lifestyle choices. 

The way we interact with food is also changing and is 
being driven by increasingly busy lifestyles. Novel 
foods are being introduced into the market in the 
form of alternative proteins from plants, algae and 
insects, through to products that are being made in 
labs through cell cultures and fermentation. 
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Global
connectivity
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KPMG has a global sector group focused on 
agribusiness and food, which has members from 
over 30 countries.

An increasing number of countries are joining the 
network as businesses in their economies start to 
recognize the investment potential inherent within 
the global agri-food sector.

KPMG provides services to more than half of the 
world’s largest agriculture and food companies. 
To name a few, our global client base includes Cargill 
Inc, Archers Daniel Midland, Bunge, Willmar 
International, Sygenta, Fonterra Co-operative Group, 
Friesland Campina and Arla Foods.

We are working with private equity and financial 
investors around the world to support them to invest 
in agricultural businesses. For instance we have 
supported investors in making investments in a 
range of sectors in various geographies, including 
acquisition of a dairy business in Uruguay. Our 
teams in Russia are working with a number of 
agricultural investment funds.

We work with clients in all agricultural sectors –
arable, dairy, red meat, pork, poultry, fishing and 
aquaculture, viticulture, wide acre plantation, 
horticulture, logistics and rural infrastructure, 
fertilizer, animal health and genetics and agricultural 
financing. We understand the primary sector and 
how to unlock value from biological based 
businesses.
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David Meagher
Ireland, Dublin
david.meagher@kpmg.ie
+35314101847
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Vitaly Sheremet
Russia, Moscow
vsheremet@kpmg.ru
+74 95937444  x13494
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Kuchibhotla Srinivas
India, New Delhi 
kuchibhotla@kpmg.com
+911243074000
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New Zealand, Auckland
iproudfoot@kpmg.co.nz
+64 9 367 5882
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Alphonse Delaroque
France, Paris
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Michael Regouw
Netherlands, Eindhoven 
regouw.michael@kpmg.nl
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Eduardo Harnan
Argentina, Buenos Aires
eharnan@kpmg.com.ar
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Chris Stott
UK, Leeds
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Ivan Engels
South Africa, Cape Town
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The long-term prosperity of an economy 
is dependent on core sectors performing 
to their full potential; central among 
these is the agri-food sector. KPMG can 
help our clients to improve the efficiency 
and profitability of their business through 
our wide range of services. 

Our global, cross functional practice includes business 
professionals that have a focus on understanding the 
issues faced by agri-food companies. We work alongside  
our clients to develop tailored solutions to meet their 
challenges. We provide audit, tax and advisory services to 
many leading agri-food businesses. This gives us a unique 
insight into the challenges that our clients are facing on a 
day to day basis. 

We are connected and educated on the emerging topics 
challenging our clients. KPMG professionals are regarded 
as leading thinkers in the agri-food ecosystem and act as a 
conjugate across many sectors. 

With our topical thought leadership, we aim to remain on 
the leading edge of thinking across the global agri-food 
sector. We have the people with the skills and experience 
to assist your business in addressing key industry 
challenges. 

Leading 
the way
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Technology and the Internet of Things 
(IoT) is disrupting many industries. While 
agriculture and food may be late 
adopters, agriculture and food are not 
immune. The intersection between new 
technology and agriculture has a critical 
role to play in alleviating the pressure on 
the current food system. 

Technology 
integration/
AgTech

Historically, agriculture has been labour intensive for 
farmers, with little technological intervention. Fast 
forward to farming today and disruptive on-farm 
technology is being integrated, creating a new 
standard for the sector. Options for farmers create an 
environment for them to better understand 
environmental elements, predict future events, 
support decision making and improve efficiencies 
throughout the value chain. 

Technologies such as blockchain, AI, genetics, and on-
farm tech, are all crucial elements in the agri-food eco 
system. Our agri-food advisors have the capability to 
assist clients on future trends and global markets to 
support organizations to better utilize technology 
within their operations in line with consumer, investor, 
regulator and community expectations. 
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Food Integrity across 
the supply chain

As food safety scares occur around the world, 
consumers are seeking out reassurance over 
the provenance and safety of their food. 
Digital technologies are an integral part of the answer to food 
integrity. Solutions such as blockchain and traceability technologies 
are being developed to assist with food assurance and the ability to 
trace a product every step along the supply chain from start to 
finish. 

Counterfeiting has increasingly become a huge issue for many agri-
food companies. One client recently suggested that counterfeiting 
protection was necessary on their packaging as consumers 
believed that if a product was not worth protecting it was not 
worth buying, as it could not be a premium product. 

Assurance is a core component to KPMG’s DNA and we have 
consequently developed robust frameworks for assuring both 
financial and non-financial information. Consulting and advisory 
capability throughout the supply chain that intersects with 
technology and the digital environment enables us to assess the 
maturity of supply chains and identify the opportunities for product 
integrity to be compromised. Through work with fair trade 
organizations and the Consumer Goods Forum we have developed 
specific experience in commodities supply chains. 

KPMG professionals support our clients in developing digitally 
enabled good manufacturing/distribution practice supply chains. 
The enablement of technology allows organizations to collect, 
record and supply data that provides the end consumer of a 
product with the information they need to assess the integrity of a 
product. 

In addition to this, there are attributes that consumers hold in high 
importance, such as antibiotic free, sustainable, organic and 
manufactured without modern slavery. KPMG’s integrated 
reporting services can provide solutions for our clients to enable 
success.
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Lighthouse 
capability

“KPMG cracked the code of 
balancing business and 
technology expertise.”

-The Forrester waveTM, Insight
service providers, Q1 2017

data driven insights 
helping our clients 

Disruption and innovation in technology have 
triggered a revolution around how humans, 
machines and data interact. Huge volumes of data, 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, robotics 
and analytics are reinventing business models and 
organizations needs to be dynamic to react and 
embrace technological disruption. At the core of 
the global agrarian revolution are the products and 
solutions that are becoming available through 
fusing digital, biological and physical technologies.

KPMG’s Lighthouse capability comes from understanding that insights 
must be grounded on a foundation of trusted data and analytics. The 
ability to take data integrated with deep-rooted specialist domain 
knowledge is what adds immense value. KPMG brings the best 
knowledge from our professionals together with best in-class 
technologies and an ecosystem of alliances to create solutions that are 
custom-fit for specific business challenges.

Capabilities 
include:

Advanced 
Analytics

Artificial 
intelligence 

Digital and 
mobile solutions

Internet 
of Things

Blockchain

Experience 
design

Cloud 
operations

Insights 
Centres

Strategic 
Alliances

Architecture
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How we can help 
your business –
our expertise
Our expertise has a strategic focus on four 
growth pillars; these pillars reflect our ambition 
to enable our clients to be successful in a 
rapidly changing agri-food sector. 

Food Integrity –

enabling the delivery of 
consistently safe and 
authentic food

Optimizing data 
to insights –

delivering economic and 
environmental benefits 
from agri-data

Agri-Food Insight 
and strategy –

leading provider of 
actionable insight to global 
agri-food entities 

Sustainability 
and resilience –

supporting the agri-food 
system to be good for 
the world 

We offer traditional and new 
services to support agri-food 
companies around the world: 

— Global tax, transfer pricing and 
customs 

— Sustainable supply chain advisory 
services

— Co-operative company advisory 

— Farm enterprise services

— Infrastructure advisory

— Lighthouse – technology and data 
analytics advisory

— Deal advisory (strategy, 
consolidation, investment, exit)

— Governance advisory (governance 
and internal controls)

— Biological asset advisory

— Assurance and provenance services

— Strategy (including product 
assessment and market entry)

01 02

03 04
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— Tighter environmental regulations 
— Ecoystem diversity and 

regeneration 
— Climate change
— Low/neutral 

carbon farming 
— Food waste recovery 
— Water resilience
— Zero hunger 
— Antibiotic resistance

— Innovative solutions to 
malnourishment 

— Minimizing waste
— Preventative health 
— GM/GE Technologies

— Biotechnologies 
— 3D/4D printing 

technologies
— Novel food 
— Technology 
— Drones and robotics

Greater environmental and 
ethical expectations

Enhancing the global
food system

Agri-food 
system disruptors

What has got us here, 
will not get us there

New embedded 
forms of farms

— Urban farming 
— Vertical farming
— Hydroponics 
— Advanced light 

based farming
— Aquaponics and 

integrated systems 
— Atmospheric water 

conversion
— Food delivery 

systems

New market niches

— Millennials
— Urban consumers
— Aging consumers 
— Food as medicine/

preventative 
health

— Religiously defined 
diets 

— Lifestyle enabled 
food

New ways of selling 

— Sharing platforms 
— Social media
— On-demand apps
— Tailored food 

experiences
— Crowd Sourcing

New ways of farming

— Agri-tech
— Big data
— Drones/UAVs for 

data collection
— Integrated data 

dashboards
— Social media
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